Comprehensive IT Solutions from UPnetworx
That Up-Level Your Network’s Performance and Protection

UPnetworx delivers a full suite of IT solutions, powered by AT&T, that help companies boost
their computing infrastructure in all the most important ways—today and into the future. From
industry-leading voice and data solutions to cybersecurity measures and networking monitoring,
UPnetworx keeps your network running at its peak and well-protected. We are your local team
of business technology experts with full access to AT&T’s worldwide resources.

UPnetworx Solutions with AT&T
Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) Put cellular service to work nearly anywhere.
This cost-effective data solution keeps your team connected and transactions
processing in locations where other wireline connections are lacking—or fail during
power outages. WWAN provides flexibility, diversity, and consistency as a primary or
failover connection.
Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) Build a more agile, optimized
network, streamline deployment, and reduce redundant hardware and unnecessary
on-ramp costs with SD-WAN. It’s easy to set up and scale up, maintain, and
customize—and connects your entire network across locations with future-proof
business technology that’s built for the cloud.
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a sophisticated, hardware-based
solution that directs your network traffic—and fully integrates multiple voice, data,
and video networks with any-to-any connectivity. Excellent for organizations with
specific security and connectivity requirements, with a single high-performing, highly
secure, scalable IP-based network.
Internet Access Get always-on connectivity with improved data security, and stay in
touch with internal and external contacts quickly and easily. Company devices access
AT&T’s trusted IP backbone via Wi-Fi modem or router connected to a DSL network,
with flexible speed options up to 24 Mbps.
Cloud Services Respond to changing business demands with ease. Our cloud
services provide tremendous flexibility and network accessibility, with AT&T network
reliability, security, and upload/download speeds your applications demand.
Services include cloud computing, cloud storage, an app development platform with
convenient “as a service” features, and disaster recovery.

Cybersecurity No organization that stores sensitive data can afford to be a victim
of cybercrime. Our cost-effective managed cybersecurity solutions provide proactive
network safeguards to reduce risk and corporate harm. Multi-layered security avoids
unauthorized network access; flexible deployment options cover on-premises or
cloud applications.

Additional Services
UPnetworx Clarity and UPnetworx NOC UPnetworx Clarity provides a clear
view into your network’s performance, with secure user access and infrastructure
management. Through our 24/7/365 UPnetworx NOC—a multi-carrier, multitechnology data center—we can co-manage any portion of your infrastructure. Get
real-time monitoring and alerts, advanced reporting, and more that enhance your
operation.
IT Consulting Our team of engineers and telecom professionals help you solve
your IT challenges and manage your growing needs. From developing and executing
your strategic IT plan to system upgrades to cloud migration, we help you derive
maximum value from your biz tech.

UPnetworx at a Glance
We make it easy for our customers to do business with AT&T, delivering powerful,
comprehensive network solutions for national and global business customers with the
personalized touch of a small local business. Our partnership with AT&T means you’ll gain
efficiencies like simplified ordering and consolidated network and billing solutions, and have
access to AT&T network design and cloud, data, and voice solutions.
Visit our website to read about everything we offer in more detail at www.UPnetworx.com.

Let’s Review Your IT Needs

Contact UPnetworx today to find out more about the many solutions
we offer, backed by the AT&T network. Call 855-893-2391 or email us at
info@UPnetworx.com

